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Gold Coast Seaway Tower

Summer has been and gone and the
workload at VMR Southport has been steady,
although the unstable weather of the season has
certainly restricted a lot of vessel movements,
and we haven’t been as busy as we expected
we would be. Towing of broken down vessels
continues to be the highest percentage of
activations.
I sincerely hope that if you had the chance
to get out on the water during this time, you
enjoyed yourself, and had the opportunity to
keep clear of the dreaded Covid19 situation,
which has been so prevalent in recent months.
VMR Southport has been extremely
lucky to date once again, with only a small
percentage of members being struck down with
the virus, and at time of writing this report, I
haven’t heard of any cases of unwell members
from the Squadron for in excess of two weeks.
As a Squadron we have managed to meet all of
our commitments in helping the boating public,
and as we see cases in the community slowly
decreasing I hope we are over the worst of this,
and that we can continue to move back into
normality. If you, or your family and friends
have been unlucky enough to become ill with
Covid19, I hope you and they have fully
recovered, or are recovering well, and there
are no further issues moving forward. I thank
the Active members for their co-operation and
sensible actions in staying away from VMR
Southport if they have had Covid19 symptoms.
Aside from the Covid19 pandemic, VMR
Southport has seen a rapid increase in the
number of Queensland Ambulance Service
activations, and these cases now make up
approximately 16% of our workload.
Given the number of people who live
aboard vessels within the Gold Coast’s
waterways, and those who live and holiday
on South Stradbroke Island, we activate
on average 2 - 3 times per week (on one
recent occasion, four times in a day) for
medical responses, which has keep our First
Responders busy, with cases many and varied,
emergent and non emergent, with some of
these being very interesting, and providing a

great opportunity for all in training, and the
use of their skills. Well done to all of you for
your efforts, your actions definitely help those
persons in need.
Sadly the last week of February was a
devastating time for South East Queensland,
which saw a weather system dumping many
hundreds of millimetres of rain on the region,
and the heart of everyone at VMR Southport
goes out to those who have lost houses,
businesses, personal belongings, and ultimately
their lives during this event. Miraculously
in our operational area on the Gold Coast
we appear to have largely escaped the
unbelievable destruction otherwise seen on the
waterways of Brisbane and the north coasts.
Given the massive rescue response needed
to cope with this, VMR Southport offered our
neighboring northern VMR Squadrons the
availability of extra Crew members for rescue
vessels, however we were not required, and
I absolutely applaud the fantastic efforts of
all the volunteers, general public, Emergency
Services, and anyone else involved in helping
out, as the assistance you provided showed
what a wonderful community spirit our country
has in times of ultimate despair.
No doubt over coming months VMR
Southport will be called upon to help in some
way with the cleanup of flood damage, and as
always we will give our best where its needed,
with whatever is needed. Please reach out if
you need support in the recovery.
In December another prestigious honour
was bestowed upon VMR Southport, when
we were named the Volunteering Gold Coast,
Community Organisation of the Year for 2021.
Up against an amazing array of competition,
this award was thoroughly deserved, and once
again the privilege belongs to every single
member, given the outstanding contribution
they provide to the boating public, and island
communities of the Gold Coast.
In a continuing trend, the Associate
membership numbers of VMR Southport
continue to increase, and I am predicting by
the middle of this year, we will hit the magic

continued page 4 -
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DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed by the authors and
contributors of articles in the Vsheet are not
necessarily those of Volunteer Marine Rescue
Southport - Surfers Paradise Assoc. Inc. (VMR)
nor does VMR guarantee the accuracy of
statements made by contributors or advertisers
or accept any responsibility for any product or
service statement made herein.

FRONT COVER
VMR Southport vessel 'Marine Rescue 2' and the Westpac
Lifesaver Rescue Helicopter on a marine search and rescue
tasking in the Gold Coast Seaway

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF VMR SOUTHPORT
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5000 number, so if you have any friends and family out there who own a
vessel, whether it be motor, sail, or a jetski, and they are not members of
VMR Southport, please encourage them to join for their own safety.
With all else that is going on in the VMR environment, the
Queensland Governments Blue Water Review into Marine Rescue
services in Queensland is ongoing, however we are quite overdue
for an update on progress from the Implementation Team, so there
isn’t a great deal I can convey, except to say VMR Southport looks
forward to hearing what progress is being made, and still we are happy
to participate. I wouldn’t envisage much changing in the way VMR
Southport operates moving forward.
It is somewhat concerning that we are seeing a decline in the number
of vessels logging their journeys with the Gold Coast Seaway Tower.
This facility provides an exceptional service, and over its existence its
operation has saved countless lives. Whether you are going offshore,
only to the Bait Reefs, or if you are leaving Gold Coast waters for
interstate, and not returning, you should notify the Seaway Tower, so that
your trip, and safe return to port can be monitored. Logging on and off is
a free service, and the Radio Operator volunteers manning the Seaway
Tower are happy to take your journey details, provide weather and
boating safety information, and to just make sure you are safe. Please
remember to call the Seaway Tower on VHF marine radio Channel 73,
or on Ph. 5591 2900 next time you go offshore.
Thank you once again for your support, and remember VMR
Southport is available 24 / 7 for marine assistance.
Please stay safe on the water.

Some Flooding
Casualties

Glenn Norris

President 2021 - 2022

TOP: A 42ft yacht that was swept into the Gold
Coast Seaway at the height of the floodwaters rescued by VMR Southport’s Blue Crew
CENTRE: A small runabout that rolled over at

its pontoon during the flooding - VMR were
unable to assist
BOTTOM: Too much water for another small
runabout that VMR were called to assist
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OIL FREE WATERWAYS: PREVENTION IS BEST
GOLD COAST WATERWAYS AUTHORITY CONTINUES UNDER NEW LEADERSHIP
FIRST-STRIKE RESPONSE TO OIL POLLUTION
Gold Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA) welcomed 2022 under the
leadership of a new Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Chair of the Board. Chris
Derksema commenced as the new CEO in January, and Greg Vann has been
appointed the Chair of the GCWA Board. GCWA has many significant projects
scheduled for 2022, and Chris and Greg will lead GCWA in responsible and
sustainable delivery of these projects, with consideration of marine environment
protection.
One of the main pollution risks in the marine environment is vessel-sourced
oil pollution. GCWA works closely with Maritime Safety Queensland (MSQ) to
minimise, prevent and contain pollution on the pristine Gold Coast waterways.
However, with the growing vessel ownership on the Gold Coast, increasing visitor
numbers, and in particularly large boats and their associated refuelling operations,
the risk of oil pollution needs to be high on the radar.
Our waterways city is home to sensitive environments and marine life, hat rely
on clean, healthy waterways to survive and thrive. That is why it is so important
that we all do our part, and marinas and boaties have a big role to play in keeping
our waterways healthy.
As a key agency with responsibility for the Gold Coast’s coastal inland
waterways, GCWA maintains a well-equipped and highly trained first-strike
response team that can respond swiftly when vessel-sourced oil pollution
incidents occur on Gold Coast waters. While GCWA’s expertise and primary role
is oil pollution response, it is MSQ that has strong powers to investigate all forms
of vessel-sourced pollution discharge.
MSQ’s website has some excellent information about marine pollution,
including simple steps boaties can undertake to prevent vessel-sourced oil
pollution.By following these simple steps, you can help prevent oil spills from
vessels and keep Gold Coast waterways and their unique marine environment
clean and safe.

Doing your part to reduce the likelihood of oil spills
and vessels pollution is key to the Gold Coastwaterways
continuing to shine.
Check out our top tips for preventing spills below:
Boaties:
• regularly inspect your boat - hull, fittings and any fuel
leaks
• make sure you have enough fuel or know where you 		
can refuel
• don’t overfill tanks
• check the oil level
• report immediately any oil spills whether from your 		
own or any other vessel
• recycle used oil and filters
• use absorbent to clean waste oils from bilges.
GCWA should be the first point of contact for vesselsourced oil pollution – 07 5539 7350 – while reports of
other vessels-sourced pollution such as sewage and garbage
should be directed to Maritime Safety Queensland on 07
5585 1810 or by email at
msq.goldcoast.reception@msq.qld.gov.au

Examples of vessel-sourced oil pollution attended
by GCWA first-strike response team:
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Marine Radio Operators
Certificate of Proficiency
DID YOU KNOW that all operators of marine radios (except 27MHz) are required to hold the appropriate
qualification to operate the device?
DID YOU KNOW that VMR Southport can assist
you to obtain a Marine Radio Operators Certificate of
Proficiency? There are two types of Certificates, the
SROCP ( Short Range Certificate of Proficiency ) which
allows an operator to operate VHF marine radio equipment only, and the LROCP ( Long Range Certificate
of Proficiency ) which allows an operator to operate
both VHF marine radio equipment and MF/HF marine
telephony equipment.
VMR Southport encourages student to self educate
when it comes to obtaining these certificates. Study
Manuals are available from our Rescue Base, and examinations can be conducted at a time that suits both the
student and the Examiner.
Remember, your marine radio may be your only
form of communication in an emergency, and you should
know how to use it.

For more information on courses go to
http://www.amc.edu.au/industry/omc/certificates
or contact VMR Southport on Ph.( 07 ) 55911 300
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NotEaBle
Jobs
by Glenn Norris

A

crew enroute recently to assist a broken down vessel were
flagged down by a frantic man who stated his 13 year old son
had disappeared on his windsurfer near a very rough and windy Gold
Coast Seaway area. To make matters worse it was a very rapid outgoing
tide. The Crew immediately notified the VMR Base, who contacted
Water Police, who were quickly on scene with the presence of three
VMR vessels. A search plan was established by the Water Police, and a
search was commenced around the northern Wavebreak Island area.
After approximately 30 minutes of searching, Water Police advised
the good news that the boy had been located safe and well, and the
search could be stood down.
The boy had been in trouble, but had managed to make his way to
shore.
The VMR vessel that was proceeding to the original assist continued
on, and on arrival at the broken down vessel apologised to the customers
about the delay, and indicated they had been looking for a missing
person.
One of the occupants of the vessel was then heard to say, ' Yeah, we
saw that bloke in trouble as we came past the Seaway '.
The Crew took the broken down vessel in tow, amazed that the
occupants hadn't stopped to assist, if that was the case.
A lot of stress and fear could have been allayed for an extremely
worried father in this instance, and the standing up of Water Police and
VMR resources could also have been prevented.
Nevertheless, a great result was achieved, the boy was safe and
sound.

V

MR Southport received a frantic phone call from a lady
recently, requesting urgent assistance for her husband who had
fallen into the engine bay of their yacht, and was stuck. A VMR Crew
with a QAS First Responder were quickly on scene and immediately
requested further assistance from Water Police, Ambulance and Qld
Fire and Emergency Services. The patient was conscious and coherent,
however with the extreme heat of the day, and lack of wind and breeze,
it made it very uncomfortable for him inside the confined space in which
he was stuck.
A decision was made to tow the yacht to the VMR pontoon to make
it easier for the Emergency Services to work at releasing the man.
With several hands at work, a Water Police Officer was able to
unscrew a timber frame in the engine bay, allowing a very delicate
backwards removal of the patient, into the hands of Paramedics.
The man was relatively uninjured except for cuts and scratches, and
exhaustion from his predicament, whilst being extremely embarrassed by
all the drama he thought he had caused.
An excellent result given the circumstances, and a great team effort
by all the Emergency Services involved.

A

man requested VMR assistance recently when an electrical
malfunction in his 13 metre Cruiser rendered it unable to be
started. The man was unable to get his Mechanic until the next week and
was in a bother as to how to get his vessel back to its berth in Runaway
Bay Marina. VMR offered to tow the vessel, however the man was a
little uncertain as to the logistics of this happening, given that the vessel
had to be reversed into its Marina berth. When explained by the VMR
Skipper that vessels could be manouvred to park forward or backwards,

the man was extremely grateful, and given the resultant reverse park
was achieved with ease, the man was happy to make a very substantial
donation.

A

nother instance of a VMR Southport member sincerely
appreciating assistance given saw a crew attend to a vessel that
had broken down near Paradise Point on a recent evening. The owner
requested a tow back to a nearby anchored Houseboat, which he had
hired. Several children were on the broken down vessel, and the owners
highest priority was to get them back to safety. VMR obliged and towed
the broken down vessel back to the Houseboat.
The following day a phone call was received requesting that the
broken down vessel be towed to a pontoon at Hope Island where a
mechanic had been organised to look at the the boat. VMR obliged, as
effectively without moving the Houseboat, the owner and his family had
no means of transport whilst the smaller vessel was out of action.
When doing the relevant paperwork at the completion of the assist,
the vessels owner requested to make a donation to VMR. The Crew
member was astonished when the man mentioned a donation figure, then
told the Crew Member to triple the donation, then double it again. The
Crew member is still in shock at this persons generosity.
All VMR did was to do what they were asked to do, provide
assistance to a vessel, and persons in difficulty - the same job we do
several times daily.

A

man got himself in a real pickle at the Muriel Henchman Drive
boat ramp recently when his 4.5 metre aluminium vessel fell off
his trailer before the trailer reached the water. With the marooned vessel
sitting in the middle of the ramp the mans dilemma was seen from the
VMR Base, and several members went to assist.
The vessel was able to be lifted high enough for it to be winched
back onto the trailer, with only a few small grazes on the transom.
The owner was very grateful for the assistance, and signed up for
VMR Southport membership on the spot.
A vessel doesn't always have to be in the water to receive VMR
assistance.

A

crew was recently called to assist a man whose jetski wouldn’t
start in the Pimpama River. Given the mans Asian nationality, it
was also very difficult to ascertain his location, except that he knew he
launched at the Coleman Road boat ramp. Given the problematic depths
in this area, it was a very delicate trip for the VMR crew as the tide had
only been rising for about 1.5 hours when the call for assistance was
received, and night was fast approaching.
The man and his jetski were found only about 300 metres from the
ramp, however given the depth, the man had to walk his jetski through
the shallow mud to the VMR vessel.
This was only the second time the man had ridden the craft, and he
explained no electrics, no lights, no start.
A tow line was attached to the jetski, and it was towed to the boat
ramp in very shallow conditions.
The extremely appreciative and somewhat embarrassed man, who
was a VMR Southport member, rang VMR a couple of days later to
advise of ' broken computer '.
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ACTIVE MEMBER
PROMOTIONS/aWARDS
Active Members who have
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:

SOME STATS
NOVEMBER
2021

DECEMBER
2021

JANUARY
2022

Towed Vessels

38

67

71

Jump Starts

3

11

6

Pump Outs

2

8

3

ACTIVATIONS

Transporting
Fire

CREW
Braydon Winch
JP Vergara Avendano

1

Standby
Medical

8

7

Searches

14
1

Dispersals

2

2

Public Relations

3

8

10

Crew Training

58

55

54

Groundings

5

12

10

Other

3

15

7

Investgate

7

9

12

127

195

190

TOTALS

RECRUIT
Ray Hurley
Laurie Tsamuras
Tam Robertson
Jeremy Wallace
Mitchell Bryan

SENIOR CREW
Brian Taylor
Fiona Roberts
Desmond Riddle
INSHORE SKIPPER
Justin Dunn
NATIONAL MEDAL
Jacob Rudge

Proud Supporters of VMR Southport
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VMR Southport

HIGH ACHIEVERS

Green Crew Duty Skipper Martin Hood
presenting Offshore Skipper Jacob Rudge with
his National Medal, and Caitlyn Taylor with her
Crew Rank Epaulettes

Long serving Senior Radio Operator
Tony Hillier - 2021 VMR Southport
Radio Operator of the Year

Blue Crew Senior Crew Member Ben Brackin
displaying his National Medal

2021 VMR Southport Crew Members of the Year
- Hunter Neuss - Yellow Crew
- Warren Beeston - Black Crew - Overall Crew
Member of Year
- Martin Lott - Blue Crew
- Mary Jane Michelmore - Green Crew
- Scott James - Red Crew
Justin Dunn recently achieving
Inshore Skipper ranking
Vsheet -
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Brush up on spearfishing rules
on the Gold Coast
People looking to enjoy a spot of spearfishing on the
Gold Coast are reminded to familiarise themselves with
rules around where they can and cannot spearfish.
Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol (QBFP) District Manager
Rob McDonald said spearfishing is prohibited in all fresh waters, and the
use or possession of a spear, or spear gun, within prohibited waters is an
offence.
“QBFP officers conduct regular patrols on the Gold Coast, and those
found spearfishing in closed waters are risking an on the spot fine of
$551, or a maximum fine of $110,000 for repeat offenders. Equipment
can also be seized” he said.
Spearfishing regulations are in place to maintain safety and avoid
potentially conflicting uses of the waterways, including boats entering
while spear fishers are in the water.
Spearfishing is prohibited in the following Gold Coast tidal waters:
•           Tallebudgera Creek upstream of a straight line between the
eastern extremity of Burleigh Heads marked with a SF↑B (Spear Fishing
Boundary) sign, and the seaward extremity of the rock groyne on the
southern bank of the creek mouth.
•           The Gold Coast Seaway upstream of a straight line between the
tip of the northern wall to the tip of the southern wall. This means that

spear fishing activities cannot occur on the inside of the walls; however
spear fishing can be conducted on the seaward sides of each wall.
Persons wishing to spear fish on the outside of the northern wall must
have access to a vessel. It is NOT acceptable to swim across the Seaway
with a spear or spear gun even if it is unloaded or disassembled.
•           Waters of Southern Moreton Bay including the Gold Coast
Broadwater other than between these imaginary lines:
a)      a line from a SF↑B sign at The Bedrooms, South Stradbroke
Island, to a SF↑B sign on the north-eastern shore of Woogoompah Island
b)      a line from a SF↑B sign at Currigee, South Stradbroke Island, to a
SF↑B sign on the shore at Hollywell, near Azalea Avenue.
•         100 metres off public jetties, for example the Sand Pumping jetty
and public jetty at Paradise Point.

Dive Flag

Mr McDonald said all the normal rules, regulations, size and
possession limits for recreational fishing also apply to the spear fisher.
“Spear fishers need to be aware of the potential dangers to
themselves and others in the water,” he said.
“Be aware of the weather and sea conditions, use a diver-below flag
as well as a diving partner, know your equipment, and keep it in good
condition.”
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Portrait of a VMR

Volunteer

BRITT MORTENSEN
CREW
YELLOW CREW
JOINED VMR APRIL 2019
A BIT ABOUT ME
I am a Registered Nurse and have worked in a Cancer and Blood
Disorders Day Unit for the last 20 years.
Whilst nursing and bring up my sons, I graduated from Law School.
I found Law frustrating because it is a legal system not a justice
system hence…….I get way more job satisfaction and enjoyment
working in Health Care.
Having said that, the lessons learned in Law School, I use often….
but only for good, not evil.
Before nursing, I studied Fine Arts with a Major in Commercial
Photography which took me to Europe working in the advertising
industry……. and then the purchase of a small sail boat which became
my home at the time.
This boat purchase was the beginning of a 20,000 nautical mile
journey sailing solo across the oceans to arrive safely back home in
Australia in 1995.
I spent 12 years in this little 31 foot timber yacht without
refrigeration, no running water, nor power on tap, and a very cranky
engine.
Thankfully she sailed like a witch!
This journey has led me to a fascination with all things to do with
self sufficiency, DIY, woodworking, preserving, canning, dehydrating,
growing fruit and vegetables, keeping chickens….. and learning to make
and fix things.
Generally the latter lands me in hot water, if it’s an engine! But I
now get there in the end thanks to my Marine Engineering training at
VMR.
They say you learn from your mistakes….and boy is that true!
But I find it’s really satisfying fixing something yourself despite the
hardship……and I avoid the sound of wind sucking through teeth when
a tradesman says, “Aw Lady it’s going to be expensive!”.
I now live on an acre and a half of land and indulge into all my
self sufficiency hobbies….with 200 fruit trees, a preserving room, the
recycling and reuse queen, chooks, and dahlias….you’ve got to have
some flowers!
WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
Volunteering your time to help others pays it forward….and
ironically…..pays back two fold.
I joined VMR with my good friend Lisa who is on Red Crew.
I enjoy all things to do with water and the awesome camaraderie
experienced when volunteering with other people of like minds.
When I joined VMR, I was already, and still am, an Active crew
member on the Rural Fire Brigade in my local community, so I had
already experienced the satisfaction one gets from volunteering.
Learn new things, working with great people…in fast boats. What is
there not to love?

WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER OF
VMR?
Our crew is like family, we look out for, and encourage each other.
There are so many special times, and reflecting on that makes me
smile.
I have learned loads at VMR.
Every crew brings new challenges, learning opportunities, and the
funniest moments!
Don’t get me started on how hard it was to get me to stop saying
‘Romeo that’ on the VHF radio. I love my radio mentors! (You know
who you are. xx).
WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU HAVE
BEEN INVOLVED IN?
This is a tough question.
Each job brings you into contact with so many different types of
vessels and vessel owners with varying experience and backgrounds.
Some prepare and some don’t.
When a boatie has done everything possible to make their time
on the water successful…..check list, fuel, safety etc…. but in the end
through no fault of preparation…..has to call on their VMR membership
for help, call me old fashioned, but I find helping these people my most
rewarding moments.
MY FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR
I would like to get to Senior Crew rank and continue to work on
improving my skills in throwing the tow rope and thinking quickly on
my feet when we are maneuvering at speed in our very busy waterways,
with an incredible amount of channel markers and other oncoming
vessels.
I think the biggest lament for my poor Skipper is getting me to go
more than 6 knots. After all….I have travelled half way round the world
at less than six knots.
My ultimate goal is to go as fast as my Skipper wants me to, safely
and with confidence, and be the best help I can be.
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Portrait of a VMR

Volunteer

PHILIP BOWLER
CREW
BLUE CREW
JOINED VMR OCTOBER 2019
A BIT ABOUT ME
I am the Regional Director for Asia Pacific for a global top 5
Medical Diagnostic Company, in the infectious disease diagnosis
space. Our company is pioneering a syndromic approach to diagnosing
infectious diseases, including COVID19 and it’s variants and Co
infections. My role sits between Sales, Marketing and the Executive
aligning the Asia Pacific Region, and subsidiary Commercial operations.
I have three daughters aged 15, 12, and 11, and whilst they are still
young I am enjoying spending as much time as I can with them, as my
job is quite arduous, and often involves extensive travel.
Something not well known is until coming back to Australia I did
Muay Thai training in Thailand, which was fantastic, and I have a guitar
that collects dust at home.
VMR is now my hobby and balances my life quite nicely.
WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
I have always been interested in boats and boating, but never done
too much about it.
At the same time I’ve always been the type of person who wants to
give back.
VMR has provided me the way to combine my love of the water and
boating, whilst helping people.
The 3 week rotation of crews also works well around my job, travel
and other commitments.
I guess that most of us join for our own reasons but I’m sure that
giving back and helping others is a common theme that would run strong
and deep amongst the Active membership.
Being able to interact and work with similar minded people from all
walks of life was also a factor.
When I first enquired about joining VMR the roster was full, and it
took me 2 attempts and a few months to be given a role.
To anyone wanting to join as an Active crew member, don’t give up,
it’s awesome and well worth pursuing.
WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER OF
VMR?
The friendship and continuous learning that happens every crew is
fantastic.
I’ve only been with VMR for ~ 2.5 years but every crew I have
learnt something new, and often I relearn things I’ve forgotten from the
three weeks between crews.
I’ve been fortunate enough to have two crew families in both Black
and Blue Crews over that time, and they quickly become like your
extended family.
I seriously love every minute of every crew.
Whilst every Crew has a differing culture, so far I have been so
inspired by the kind hearts, willingness of others to pass on their
knowledge, and their genuine passion to help others.
Combine this with being able to have fun, yet instantly switch to
being highly professional, I really love this place.
It keeps me looking forward to the next crew, and the next….

WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU HAVE
BEEN INVOLVED IN?
Every crew there is someone who is in need of assistance, and the
look of relief and gratitude on peoples faces when you help them is what
inspires me.
However, my “proudest” moment to date was receiving my Crew
rank epaulettes.
I remember a feeling of “ Finally I’m useful ”, although deep down I
know that every rank is useful, and valued.
I guess it’s the first moment when you don’t need to find another
Skipper and Crew member to go out on the boat.
It was a big moment for me and I’m sure I’ll have the same elation
when I eventually make it to Skipper rank as well.
MY FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR
I haven’t really thought about a goal yet to be honest, however I do
have a desire to get to Inshore Skipper rank.
At some point I can see myself wanting to give back like the Senior
Skippers, the Committee and the Duty Skippers do, but that’s a decade
or more away yet.
I really look forward to giving to the next batch of new recruits, and
passing on what I’ve been fortunate enough to have learnt from great
teachers and mentors.

Working
together
in your
community
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Hello,
I just wanted to say a big thank you to VMR Southport for
the wonderful service of towing us home from Tipplers after
our motor broke down.
I phoned your Base and was quickly attended to in a
prompt and professional manner.
Marine Rescue 2 skippered by Peter, and his assistant,
were very quickly at our side, within 30 minutes, and
proceeded to tow us back to the Muriel Henchman Drive
boatramp.
They showed great skill and delivered us safely in prompt
time.
Many thanks again,
Regards
Adrian Hendriks

DID YOU KNOW?
The average depth of the ocean is 3,795 metres.
The average height of the land is 840 metres.
A mouthful of seawater contains millions
of bacterial cells, hundreds of thousands
of phytoplankton and tens of thousands of
zooplankton.
The Pacific Ocean is the world’s largest water
body, and occupies a third of the Earth’s surface.
It contains about 25,000 islands (more than the
total number in the rest of the world’s oceans
combined), almost all of which are found south of
the Equator, and covers an area of 179.7 million
sq km.
The speed of sound in water travels nearly five
times faster than the speed of sound in air.
90% of all volcanic activity occurs in the ocean.
The top ten feet of the ocean holds as much heat
as the entire atmosphere.

Hi,
Would love to give a big shout out to the crew (2 ladies
and a gentleman) who came to Harrigans Tavern at Calypso
Bay on Sunday to give our jet ski a tow back to Paradise
Point.
I have been a member of VMR for 30 years and have only
used this service twice but I am sure glad I was a member
yesterday.
Thank you to the crew. You were very professional,
friendly and caring to get out jet ski back to the boat ramp for
us.
Well done and thank you again.
Regards
William McCarthy and Tania Neibling
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Sharks bite roughly 70 people each year
worldwide, with 5-10 fatalities. Humans kill
somewhere between 20 - 100 million sharks every
year through fishing activities.

Emergency beacons - EPIRBs
An Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB) is a small
electronic device that, when activated in an emergency, can help
Search and Rescue Authorities pinpoint your position.
Once activated, EPIRBs continuously send out a signal for at least 48
hours.
Search and rescue authorities respond to all EPIRB activations.
You must only activate an EPIRB in an emergency and you must tell
Police or Rescue Authorities immediately if you no longer need help.
All boats operating beyond smooth and partially smooth waters or
more than 2nm from land in open waters must carry a 406MHz digital
EPIRB.
EPIRBs must:
comply with AS/NZS 4280.1:201 and,
be registered with the Australia Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA)
Registration is free, and EPIRB’s must be renewed every 2 years.
AMSA must also be advised when beacon ownership or boat details
change.
EPIRB’s must not be disposed of in general waste, so they cannot be
accidentally activated.
Battery World stores generally disconnect and dispose of old or out of
date beacons. A small fee may apply.

With all this talk of Covid19,
the people who make sanitising gel
are rubbing their hands together.
Teacher: "Little Johnny, how do you spell
"elephant"?"
Little Johnny: "E-L-E-F-A-N-T"
Teacher: "No Johnny, that in incorrect."
Johnny: "Maybe it is wrong Miss but you asked
how I spell it."

Vsheet -

March 2022
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super snaps
An activation involving VMR Southport, Gold
Coast Water Police, Qld Ambulance,and Qld
Fire and Emergency Service Officers

Batten down the hatches Here comes Mother Nature

A night job into the
Southport Yacht Club
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT

hopeislandmarina@outlook.com
www.hopeislandmarina.com

Email- odyssey.electrics@bigpond.com

Evolution
Sailmakers
evolution

Graham Sherring
Ph: 55 377433

E: info@evolutionsails.com.au
W: www.evolutionsails.com.au
27/231 Brisbane Road, Labrador
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